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4Q23 FHC net worth up QoQ, boosting 2023 dividend payout ability & capital gains       

..    
 
 
 
 
  

Event   

FHCs have released 4Q23 preliminary net worth, with the average reading up 8% QoQ. 
Cathay FHC (2882 TT, NT$43.9, OP) topped peers in terms of 4Q23 net worth growth. 

Analysis 

Net worth of all FHCs up QoQ in 4Q23. The aggregate net profit of 14 FHCs declined 81% 
QoQ in 4Q23 to NT$25.8bn, the lowest in 2023, due to net losses at life insurance-focused 
FHCs on NT dollar appreciation and higher credit costs and operating expenses at banks. 
However, the average 4Q23 preliminary net worth of 13 FHCs grew 8% QoQ, for a growth 
rate and amount second only to the 10% and NT$396.2bn in 1Q23. The main drivers were 
4Q23 net profit and valuation gains on stocks and overseas bonds under FVOCI and 
FVTPL. This was a reflection of a respective Taiex and S&P 500 rise of 9.6% and 11.2% 
from 2Q23, and that US two- and ten-year Treasury yields, the benchmark interest rates 
of overseas corporate bonds, dropped by a respective 80bps and 70bps QoQ to 4.25% 
and 3.88%. 

4Q23 net worth growth of Cathay FHC & Fubon FHC beat FHC peers. Cathay FHC’s (2882 
TT, NT$43.90, OP) net worth grew by around NT$116.2bn QoQ, up 17%, the highest 
among life insurance-focused FHCs, and other equity losses narrowed by NT$124bn, 
potentially enabling Cathay FHC to pay a 2023F cash dividend of NT$1.4-1.6 per share. 
Fubon FHC’s (2881 TT, NT$64.30, OP) net worth increased by around NT$66.6bn QoQ in 
4Q23, up 8.9%. We estimate other equity losses decreased by around NT$68bn QoQ to a 
loss of NT$33bn, implying potential capital gains on higher unrealized gains on financial 
assets and that 2023F distributable earnings are around NT$285bn, boosting 2023F cash 
dividend to NT$2.0-2.2 per share. In 4Q23,. While Shin Kong FHC (2888 TT, NT$8.52, NR) 
saw net worth and other equity pick up in 4Q23, we don’t think it is able to pay a 2023F 
cash dividend. Among banking- and securities-focused FHCs, which posted 5% growth 
QoQ in 4Q23 net worth on average, CTBC FHC (2891 TT, NT$28.40, OP) and Mega FHC 
(2886 TT, NT$37.90, N) improved other equity by over NT$20bn and NT$10bn, 
respectively, higher than peers. On this, combined with earnings growth in 2023, we 
forecast CTBC FHC, Mega FHC and Yuanta FHC (2885 TT, NT$26.85, OP) will distribute a 
2023F cash dividend of a respective NT$1.2, NT$1.6 and NT$1.25 per share, for a cash 
yield of over 4%, higher than FHC peers. 

New FSC rules have little effect on 2023F FHC dividend payouts. On January 18, the 
Financial Supervisory Commission (FSC) promulgated rules governing cash dividend 
payouts based on the legal reserves and capital surplus of FHCs. Since the 2023F 
distributable earnings of most FHCs rebounded, the rules do not affect their 2023F cash 
dividend payouts. That said, if significant other equity losses are incurred going forward, 
FHCs must appropriate special reserves to bring distributable earnings to zero. If FHCs 
plan to pay cash dividends out of capital surplus under a more relaxed regulation in a bid 
to maintain a stable cash dividend payout policy, then they must comply with the 
following: (1) Article 241 of the Company Act; and (2) the FHC’s BIS capital ratio must be 
120% and its subsidiaries’ BIS capital ratios must comply with requirements post-cash 
dividend payout. This means FHCs need to strengthen capital over the medium to long 
term, especially those with low distributable earnings or those easily affected by the 
volatility of unrealized gains/ losses on financial assets. 

Stocks for Action 

That FHCs grew net worth in 4Q23 suggests their 2023F dividend payout ability and 
potential capital gains were boosted. We forecast the average cash dividend per share of 
FHCs in our coverage will grow 50% in 2023 and that the average cash dividend yield of 
CTBC FHC, Yuanta FHC and Mega FHC will exceed 4%, compared with the average of 3.2% 
of FHC peers. Fubon FHC’s and Cathay FHC’s 2023F cash dividends will still be higher than 
in 2022 despite the fact that their life insurance subsidiaries are unable to pay dividends 
to them. As the Fed is expected to hold its benchmark interest rate in January, F ed 
members could discuss rate cuts and QT reduction in 2024, albeit depending on inflation 
and employment. We predict banks will see FX swap income flatten or drop a bit in 
1Q24F, but stronger lending will help sustain NIM in 1H24F. Meanwhile, we expect life 
insurers’ and banks’ investments, banks’ wealth management fee income and securities 
houses’ business will benefit from Fed monetary policy becoming accommodative. We 
favor the banking/ securities, life insurance and leasing segments, with positive views on 
CTBC FHC, Yuanta FHC, Cathay FHC and Fubon FHC. 

Risks 

Weakening global financial markets; high credit costs for banks. 
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